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INTRODUCTION
O

O

O

O

The historical facts of this narrative were
gleaned from published accounts of Mr. William
Pittenger and other survivors of the Andrews’ Raid
and from personal interviews with Captain William
A. Fuller, the leader of the pursuing party, Captain
W. J. Whitsitt, of Ringgold, Ga., a Confederate officer who assisted in the pursuit, and other credible
witnesses.
Care has been taken to record the facts accurately and impartially, and where the statements of
the witnesses are at variance, preference has been
given to the one in best position to know.
To the credit of the participants on both sides,
it should be said there are very few discrepancies,
and the gentlemen of the opposing factions seem
disposed to accord to each other that large measure
of praise which is due both to the Invaders and the
Defenders.
To Major Hiram A. Butler, of Kennesaw (Big
Shanty), Ga., for the past fifty-five years connected
with the Western & Atlantic Railroad and now Gen5
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eral Road Master of that line, the author is indebted
for some heretofore unpublished incidents. Acknowledgment is also made to Major J. L. McCollum, of Atlanta, Ga., the present General Superintendent of the Western & Atlantic Railroad, for valuable assistance and for courtesies extended to the
author in securing data and illustrations. Major
McCollum was a member of the original Raccoon
Roughs, organized by General John B. Gordon, and
was at the close of the war a staff officer under that
Chevalier of the Southern Army and typical American statesman.
Randell W. McBryde
Chattanooga, Tenn.,
March 17, 1904.

Comrades all, of either army –
comrades are we all at last –
We who fought and we who suffered,
let us ponder on the past,
With all trace of hatred banished,
with all thought of strife removed
For the sake of these our brothers,
whom we honored, whom we loved.
Say not then that “I am Northern”
or that “I am of the South,”
Let the older ones forget it,
teach it not to happy Youth;
Let us rather, as the shadows
lengthen on our little span,
Glory only in the title
of the true American.
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More than forty years have passed, and with
them the bitterness of that strife which divided this
great Nation.
Commencing with the generous words and
magnanimous deeds of that great soldier, Ulysses S.
Grant, seconded by the noble example of Robert E.
Lee, great both in victory and defeat, and followed
in time by such patriots as Grover Cleveland, Henry
W. Grady, William McKinley and John B. Gordon,
the gospel of peace and good will has been preached
throughout the length and breadth of the land, until
there is “no North, no South, no East, and no West,”
and the record of heroic deeds on both sides is read
with pride as the common heritage of a re-united
people.
The little old-fashioned engine General stands
in the Union Depot at Chattanooga, a silent witness
to the heroism of Americans of ’62. You may, if you
like, sit on the engineer’s box and pull the same throttle
that Knight pulled wide open at Big Shanty on the
9
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morning of April 12th, 1862, and you are strangely
lacking in patriotic enthusiasm if you do not experience an accelerated surging of the American blood
in your veins. Cold indeed is your heart if it does not
beat quicker with the memory of the valor of your
countrymen who manned this engine on that memorable race.
At the beginning of the war the General was
one of the latest products of the Rogers Locomotive
Works and was regarded as a fine type of strictly upto-date locomotive. As an evidence that she was
worthy of this name and reputation, it was claimed
the distance of nine miles between Adairsville and
Calhoun was covered in seven and one-half minutes
in the famous race, a speed which compares favorably with that of engines of the present day and is
the more remarkable when it is remembered that the
track was in no way equal to the track of any firstclass road of today.
In order to properly appreciate the high estimation in which such an engine was held in those
days, the fact should be recalled that each engine
was named and placed in charge of a regular engineer who soon became greatly attached to her and
regarded her with positive affection. In this practical
and progressive age, engines are regarded only as
any other important piece of machinery – they are
classified and numbered and made to work to their
capacity by sending them out in turn as rapidly as
possible, regardless of the engineers who must have
rest, or in technical parlance, they are placed in the

The General – from a recent photograph taken near the base of Lookout Mountain.
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“Chain Gang.”
The capture of the General was one of the
most thrilling episodes of that great war which divided the United States for four long, sad years.
Scout or spy, soldier or raider, call him what
you will, James J. Andrews was a hero who will live
in history as the man who conceived and undertook
the most original and daring adventure within the
enemy’s lines during the war, and side by side with
the name of Andrews will live the name and fame of
William A. Fuller, the brave, resourceful and relentless pursuer who frustrated the great raider in one of
the best planned and so far as it was possible, one of
the best executed raids of history.
Both men suffered disappointment; Andrews
died and won – Fuller lived and lost. Both men used
their talents, their strength and their sublime courage
to the limit of eudurance in the discharge of duty.
Andrews “left his bones in Dixie” as he said he
would unless success crowned his efforts and saw,
as he had often wished, “what was on the other side
of Jordan.” Fuller lived to see a happy reunion of the
Blue and the Gray and to congratulate the survivors,
and comfort at least one widow who lived to battle
with the world alone as the result of that famous raid
for the capture of a locomotive and the destruction
of an important railroad line.1

1. Reference is made to the Grand Army Reunion at Columbus, Ohio, 1889.

